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American Political Science Association Short Course
August 27, 2014
Marriott Wardman Park 2660 Woodley Rd NW,
Washington, DC 20008
Washington D.C.
Marriott Park Tower Room 8229

1:30-1:45 Welcome & sign in

1:45-2:15 Poli-Informatics Overview
Participant introductions

2:15-3:00 About the APSA Data Challenge
Challenge presentations and discussion 1-4

3:00-3:15 Break

3:15-4:00 Challenge presentations and discussion 5-8

4:15-4:30 Break

4:30-5:30 Roundtable session
  • Data intensive research using government data
  • What questions should we be asking about government?
  • How might we investigate these questions?

5:30 Adjourn for informal social hour. Location TBA